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821 West Lancaster Avenue  | Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
610-688-7030  | yogalifeinstitute@comcast.net  | www.yogalifeinstitute.com

YOGALIFE INSTITUTE NEXT TOWHOLE FOODS!

Chakra Yoga
Understanding the Energy Body
A Weekend Immersion Program 
with Dr. Bob and Kristen Butera

July 17 – 19th, 2009
Second date added 

due to popular demand!

August 14th – 16th
Do you want to learn more about the Chakras? 

Are you ready to connect the dots between physical, 
emotional and spiritual wellness? Do you want to learn 
practices that will deepen your yoga and meditation skills 

and help illuminate the challenges of daily life? Do you need 
a retreat but can’t afford the hassle or expense of traveling? 

This weekend is for you! 

� Principles of Chakra Yoga � Chakra Tuning and Meditation
� Chakra Theory and Application � Yoga Classes
� Overview of all Seven Chakras � Chakra Mapping

Schedule: Friday: 6:30 - 8:30 PM, Saturday 9 - 5 PM, Sunday 9 - 2 PM
Fees: $200 before 7/1/09, $225 after 7/1/09



DR. BOB BUTERA, TEACHING IN INDIA

Self Realization
Yoga Teacher Training

821 West Lancaster Avenue  | Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
610-688-7030  | yogalifeinstitute@comcast.net  | www.yogalifeinstitute.com

� Ongoing open enrollment

� Personalized program for maximum individual growth 
potential

� Strong foundation of Yoga practice and theory

� Supportive community learning environment

� Level One program meets 200-hour Yoga Alliance certificate requirements,
500-hour Level Two program extension available

� Dynamic program staff with 40+ collective years of Yoga practice/teaching
experience

� Program overseen and structured by Robert Butera, Ph.D. in the field of
Yoga, MA of Divinity, trained by the Yoga Institute of Mumbai, India

YOGALIFE INSTITUTE

Call or email us to schedule a complimentary meeting to
discuss your needs today!

NEXT TOWHOLE FOODS!

Classical Yoga
One-Year Program
founded on
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Health Begins 
with a Smile

Health Begins 
with a Smile

Experience the difference of a Holistic Dentist 
with Dental Health Associates in Paoli and John P. Roeder, DMD
Our practice of the art and science of healing requires specialized knowledge and training for
our entire staff. As primary care providers, we use state of the art dental technology for both
prevention and care. All of our patients receive care tailored to their specific needs.

See what our patients are saying about us!

John P. Roeder, DMD 
45 Darby Road, Paoli, PA      •     610-647-7272

• Individualized Holistic Care
• Metal-Free Restorations
• Mercury-Free (since 1977)
• Bio-Compatible Dental Care
• Mercury Vapor Testing
• Laser Certified

• Digital Radiography (utilizing 70 – 90% 
less radiation)

• Non-Surgical Periodontal Therapy 
and Maintenance 

• Oral Health Evaluation with Microscope
• PurePower Mouth Guards
• Invisalign

“I like the services at Dental
Health Associates. The staff is
professional and the place is
tidy and comfortable. They 
always live up to my high 
expectations and I would never
go anywhere else.”

“My experience with Dr. Roed-
er began when I replaced my 
mercury fillings. I learned that
my gums were going down hill
and 14 years later, my gums
are healthier than they have
ever been!”

“I learned from Dr. Roeder that
I have been caring for my teeth
incorrectly. After my one-on-
one consultation I feel confi-
dent that I will be able to main-
tain my oral health for many
years to come!”

“Dr. John Roeder and his entire
staff want the best in oral
health for every patient, with
each visit I am educated to
what is new in the field of 
dentistry and I always leave
with a big white smile.”
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Featuring over 20 mind-body classes per
week in our Newly Renovated Space!
• Beginners, Vinyasa and Power Yoga 
• Mat Pilates and Pilates Reformer 
• Qigong and Tai Chi 

Brand New Studio Featuring:
• Serene and calming atmosphere
• Chakra lighting and wood floors 
• Professionally trained teachers 

All mind body classes are open to the general public, with special
rates available for drop-in classes, 10-visit passes and monthly-
unlimited students. Private lessons are available upon request.

First Class is Free*
* New students only, offer valid until 8/31/09

11 Senn Drive Chester Springs, PA 19425
(Next to Harley Davidson on Rt. 100)
www.SummitFitnessClub.com   •   610-458-8900 
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Delaware and
S. Jersey
56| Delaware Section

58| South Jersey Section

Directories
44| Health Food Stores

45-47| Holistic Resource 
Directory

48| Green Business Directory
Look up businesses that support 
the environment

50| Holistic Shop Directory

60| Yoga Directory: Local 
places by county for study/classes

63| Community Supported 
AgricultureO

Our listings help you find holistic 
practitioners for all your needs.

Events
65| Events Listings

Join holistic events, retreats and 
on-going groups

Psychology
& Health
28| Dreamer Dan, 

Natural Living Man
By Ji

30| When Natural’s Not Normal
By Michael Reddy, PhD

32| Diarrhea, IBS and Colitis: 
Listening to The Wisdom 
of the Gut
By Michael Cheikin, MD

36| Feed Your Skin Naturally
By Susie Beiler

38| Social Networking?  
Naturally!
By Lynda Lyng

Healthy
Family
40| Relaxing Into Motherhood with

Prenatal Yoga and Massage
By Christine (Citrinī) Ware

43,52|Garden to Table: All 
Natural Summer Meals
By Kristen Butera 

54| Fresh Foods and Vital Energy
By Marilyn Moser-Waxman

Yoga Living Online!  www.yogalivingmagazine.com

July/August 2009
Local Resources for Healthy Living!

8| Contributors

10| Editorial
By Dr. Bob Butera

12| Yoga Living News

Yoga
Theory
14| Yoga and Archetypes: 

A Natural Evolution of 
Observation and Practice
By Bob Butera, PhD

18| Yoga Therapy for a 
Healthy Heart
By Kristen Butera

20| Meditation and Our 
Spiritual Nature
By Anthony Michael Rubbo, MHS

22| Yoga: A Natural Path 
Towards Balance
By Lisa Rand

25| Jesus in the Lotus
By Russill Paul

26| Devotion: Your Protection 
in Difficult Times 
By Swami Kriyananda

YOGA = 
SELF-TRANSFORMATION

ADVERTISERS ISSUE DEADLINE: 

September/October 2009
AUGUST 10 DEADLINE



<< 
Russill Paul 

trained as both a Christian
monk and yogi under the
direction of Bede Griffiths and
is the author of Jesus in the
Lotus and The Yoga of Sound.
He lives in Austin, Texas, and
teaches throughout the world.
For more information visit
www.russillpaul.com.
Jesus in the Lotus 
page 25

Lisa Rand  >>
teaches yoga at various 
locations, including 
Pottstown Dance Theatre. 
She writes from her home 
on an organic farm in Berks
County. Visit her blog at
maitrimama.wordpress.com.
Yoga: A Natural Path 
Towards Balance
page 22

<< 
Kristen 
Butera, RYT 500, IYT

is the manager of the YogaLife
Institute and the editor of 
Yoga Living magazine. She is
also a Kripalu yoga teacher,
Integrative Yoga Therapist 
and gourmet cook. Kristen 
can be reached at 
yogalifeinstitute@verizon.net or
www.yogalifeinstitute.com.
Yoga Therapy for a Healthy Heart
page 18
Recipes page 43

<< 
Marilyn 
Moser-Waxman
integrates practices

and techniques from a variety
of holistic health and healing
systems from around the world.
Her classes and coaching offer a
well-rounded education that is
applicable to a wide spectrum
of dietary needs and health
issues. Learn more at
www.thenourishingwell.com.
Fresh Foods and Vital Energy
page 54

Ji  >>
aids others in process through
the vehicles of Dream & Spirit
Sessions. These interactive 
sessions allow participants to 
integrate New Energy, clear 
discomfort, and embrace new
directions. Contact Ji at 
momentswithji@verizon.net. 
Dreamer Dan, 
3Natural Living Man
page 28

<< 
Swami
Kriyananda 

is a direct disciple of
Paramhansa Yogananda 
and the founder of Ananda,
one of the most successful
intentional communities in
the world. He is the author 
of 80 books and over 400
musical works. Learn more at
www.swamikriyananda.org.

Devotion: Your Protection in 
Difficult Times 
page 26

Doers | Player  | Teacher  | Representat ive | A Voice | Impetus | Ref lect ion | Learn ing | Imagine
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Anthony >>
Michael
Rubbo | MHS

is a consultant to
educa tion and industry, 
and the author of books on
person al leadership and medi-
tation. He is current ly writing
a novel and collabor ating on a
production that pro motes the
spiritual life style. If you have
questions or comments, you
can contact him at anthony -
michael133@ gmail.com.
Meditation and Our 
Spiritual Nature
page 20

Michael  >> 
Cheikin | MD

is a holistic physician, Board
Certified in Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation (Physiatry),
Pain Management, Spinal
Cord Medicine and Electro-
diagnostic Medicine. Contact
him at drc@c4oh.org.
Diarrhea, IBS and Colitis: 
Listening to The Wisdom 
of the Gut
page 32

Inside YogaLiving | Contributors

Susie  >>
Beiler
Holistic Health Counselor, 
Occupational Therapist; 
Private nutrition & spiritual
counseling, group programs,
seminars, nutrition DVD,
natural body care & essential
oils, Raindrop Technique;
susiebeiler@hotmail.com
Feed your Skin Naturally
page 36

Michael >>
Reddy | PH.D
(Cougar), is a 
personal and organizational
coach, spiritual teacher, and
song writer. He has managed
information technologies
extensively for business, 
served as the elder of a
shamanic healing group, and
done ground-breaking 
cognitive science research as 
a Columbia U. prof. See
www.makecybersense.org, and
www.reddyworks.com
When Natural’s Not Normal
page 30

<< 
Lynda Lyng

lives, writes, and teaches in
Kimberton, and may be reached
at llyng@luna yoga pa.com.
Social Networking?  Naturally!
page 38

<< 
Angela 
Nevius, RYT

serves as Yoga Living’s
Advertising Coordinator, 
frequent contributor and
overall “Gal Friday” (according
to her!). She teaches Yoga,
gardens, raises two sons and
two dogs. Reach her at 
yogalifeinstitute @verizon.net.

Christine  >>
(Citrinī) Ware,
PH.D, RYT-500
is a certified Kali Ray TriYoga®

instructor and director of
Mind-Body Services and the
TriYoga Center of Philadelphia
in Havertown, PA. For more
information, visit
www.mindbodyservices.com
Relaxing Into Motherhood with 
Prenatal Yoga and Massage
page 40
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1568 McDaniel Drive • West Chester, PA 19380 • 610-738-0988 • www.CreateAndHeal.com

We are about creativity. 
We are about healing. 

We are about you.
Relax and enjoy a cup of tea from our tea bar, browse in our holistic resource room and experience this beauti-
ful space designed for you to connect with others, let go, de-stress and rediscover who you really are.

Classes & Workshops
• Reiki Training • Meditation Classes
• Kripalu DansKinetics • Gentle Yoga
• Voice Workshops • Customized Retreats
• Women’s Gatherings • Drumming 

And more...

Bodywork & Therapies
• Wellness Coaching • Reiki
• Expressive Therapy • Restorative Reiki
• Massage • Animal Reiki
• Cranial Sacral Therapy

Space rental available for workshops & classes.

Discover us 
and discover you
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As we embarked upon this issue of Yoga Living, we were faced
with the question, what exactly does “Natural Living” mean? 
In his book, The Beginners Guide to Natural Living, author Larry Cook defines it as

“a catch-all phrase used to indicate a lifestyle approach to health based on how our bodies
operate…it's not about doing one or two things, it's about doing a LOT of things…”

Simply put, natural living is about making lifestyle choices that are natural. For many, it is
way of life that is not only healthier, but also reflects their deepest values. From a 
consumer perspective, it can mean buying unprocessed local and/or organic food or using
products made from pure (non-chemical) ingredients, buying less material goods and
focusing more on internal happiness. It can mean choosing an alternate method of transit
like riding a bike or taking the train. It can mean using a minimal amount of resources to
heat or cool your home or making the choice to use renewable energy sources whenever
they are available. From a health and wellness perspective, being natural can represent
using alternative healing strategies like ayurveda or homeopathy, as well as being 
proactive about staying healthy through yoga, tai- chi or other types of stress-reducing
activities. Ultimately, natural living means having a greater appreciation for the earth and
all the resources in the world around us.

The Buddha once said that no one is enlightened until all sentient beings are enlightened.
This line of thinking can also be applied to Natural Living. In some ways, it is impossible
to be a completely natural person in a society that is not completely natural. Many people
feel that trying to be green and renewable in a society that promotes materialism and easy
disposal is akin to a losing battle. On a personal level, I have at times been disheartened
by planting trees in my yard and then watching as a whole field of trees gets leveled for
yet another strip mall or parking lot. 

Yet lately I am encouraged to see the world is looking toward a more natural and sustainable
future. Though I pay taxes to a government that is engaged in a war on terrorism and I see
loved ones sometimes make unwise choices about what they choose to consume, I see
where the light at the end of the tunnel is coming from. The concept and word “Green” is
now in the global vocabulary! People outside of the natural living circle are talking about
how to simplify their lives and prolong the life of the planet. Even our President is talking
about making renewable energy sources a top national priority. Just recently, Oprah gave
out reusable cloth bags for earth day and all over the world cities and the people in them
turned out their lights to symbolically commit to saving the earth’s resources.

Though I have realized that the Buddha is right - I can’t be completely natural until the rest
of society follows suit. I am ok with that for the time being, because now I have the option
to buy wind energy for electricity (which I didn’t have 5 years ago). And though I may not
be able to eat 100% percent organic foods, I can grow a nice garden and/or join a CSA to
purchase healthy organic foods when they are available. It’s easier these days to live 
a 50% natural lifestyle, than it was to live a 25% natural lifestyle 5 years ago. Most 
encouraging, I see that people all around me are engaged in a dialogue about living more
organically. I know that the movement is underway and that change is coming. I will 
continue to play my personal role in helping our planet become more natural, and will
patiently accept that the change to becoming 100% natural is a process that I may never
see come to complete fruition in my lifetime. 

I can remember that individual choices impact global health, and little by little we can all
make individual choices that create a better future for us all, and I trust that through our
collective efforts, 100% natural living may just be possible for the next generation.

Letter From the Publisher

Happy Natural Living! 
Your Publisher,

Bob Butera, PhD, Yoga Living Publisher, Director of the YogaLife Institute in Devon, PA, writer,
and national trainer of Yoga Teachers
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YogaClassical

� Improve your overall health and
well being

� Live with positive intention

� Learn healthy coping mechanisms

� Strengthen your body

� Build nutritional awareness

� Create lasting changes that are
right for you

� Practice with a supportive
community of like-minded
individuals

Experience the

821 West Lancaster Avenue  | Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
610-688-7030  | yogalifeinstitute@comcast.net  | www.yogalifeinstitute.com

YOGALIFE INSTITUTE NEXT TOWHOLE FOODS!

CLASSES ARE ACCESSIBLE TO ALL LEVELS OF PHYSICAL ABILITY AND 
AGES OF INTEREST. 

Difference

Classes | Seminars | Teacher Training | Bookstore | Yoga Living Magazine

First Class is Free!
Bring this ad and receive a complimentary

yoga class*
*Offer valid for new Students only
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In the summer of 1999, a lot of interesting things 
happened. Napster debuted it’s first online music 
download service, while Apple computer debuted the

very first ibook. Thousands of people descended on upstate
NY to celebrate the Woodstock 99 festival  and the now
undisputed champion of the cycling world, Lance Armstrong
won his very first Tour de France.

In the yoga world, marked growth was happening around
the globe. More and more people were getting into yoga,
and the need for a governing body solidified when the Yoga
Alliance was formed, and formally launched a national Yoga
Teachers' Registry to recognize and promote teachers with
training that met certain specific standards.

In a small storefront in Phoenixville, PA, Yoga Living Magazine
was born. At the time, my staff consisted of my mother, 
4 yoga teachers helping out pro-bono and a family friend
who offered to consult with us on the business. Graphic

design help was solicited from the small print shop across the street and with a lot of heart and a big
vision of helping make holistic living mainstream, we went to work.

Back then, the magazine was called YogaLife: A Guide to Healthy Living. Our first issue was 24 pages
long and was supported by 35 different advertisers, mostly in the Kimberton/Phoenixville area. We
printed 14,000 copies and distributed them mostly Montgomery and Chester counties. And then we
waited to see what would happen!

The response was overwhelming – our advertisers received a ton of calls and the response from the 
public was tremendous. Healthy living was already enjoying a comeback in the culture and there was
no other publication in the marketplace serving the holistic community. People were celebrating the
new lifestyle support that they found in Yoga Living, and an incredible synergy between our advertisers
and readers was solidified.

Things are much different today at Yoga Living magazine, but our primary mission remains the same - to
help make holistic mainstream. We celebrate the July/August issue, as it marks the beginning of our 11th
year of publication. So much has changed over the years. The magazine has grown from 24 pages to
72 pages and our distribution has expanded to 60,000 magazines in the tri-state area. We have experienced
writers from the tri-state area and beyond offering insightful articles on a variety of health and wellness
related topics, and we continue to set the standard for quality in the Philadelphia marketplace.

We are very much believers in the concept, “Beginner’s Mind” in terms of running this magazine. In fact,
the readers and community dictate what happens to some degree. Yoga Living believes in uniting with
as many groups as feasible. And we look forward to maintaining a personal relationship with our readers.
Please continue to send us your ideas, thoughts and success stories, at info@yogalivingmagazine.com.

May we continue until the entire society reaches optimal health!
Your Publisher, 
Bob Butera, Phd 

Celebrates 11 Years 
of Publication!
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2009 Fall Yoga Alliance-Certified
Power Vinyasa Yoga 200-Hour Teacher Training
Our Summer Certification Program starts September 26th 

thru November  22nd , in Philadelphia. Training cost is $1500
prior to September 1st and $1700 after.     

Testimonials
“If you want to become an awakened, energized, 
and inspiring teacher, then Power Yoga Work’s 
Teacher Training is a must.” – Isuaro F, RYT

“The teacher training program at PYW has opened up 
endless number of doors for me.”– Tina S, RYT

“Teacher Training was truly a 
life-changing experience!” – Becky M.

“The teacher training program at PYW was one of the 
most positive experiences in my life.” – Janice T.

www.poweryogaworks.com

MALVERN STUDIO
81 LANCASTER AVENUE

610.889.9642

PHILLY STUDIO
3527 LANCASTER AVENUE

215.243.9642
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AN ARCHETYPE IS AN ORIGINAL MODEL
OR TYPE AFTER WHICH OTHER SIMILAR
THINGS ARE PATTERNED. In Sanskrit, the

language in which Yoga was codified, an archetype is
known as Purvaja. Purvaja means ahead of all others or
firstborn. An archetype may be derived from, but not
limited to the following: elements found in nature,
mythological stories, spiritual symbols, aspects of character,
geometrical patterns and shapes and certain words.

ARCHETYPES EAST AND WEST
To understand the context of archetypes, we must look
briefly at the Vedic cosmological view explained in the
Upanishadic writings. To create the universe, a unified
energetic field (Brahman), gave birth to Nature (Prakriti) and
Consciousness (Purusha), providing the first archetypes
of Feminine and Masculine, Mother and Father, Material
and Spirit. The material world is associated with the
feminine which gives rise to the three qualities of nature
also known in yoga as the Gunas: balance, activity and
inactivity. The interplay of these three qualities is
responsible for all possible objects of thought and matter.
When we speak of archetypes, what we are ultimately
talking about is connecting to the deepest part of 
ourselves – who and what we are when connected at the
most intimate level to the creator. Of course, there are
many levels of understanding we must go through
before coming to the complete awareness of the ultimate
archetypal creative forces. 

The modern reader may immediately associate the term
archetype with the work of Carl Jung in the early 
Twentieth century, who posited that the unconscious
articulated expression in symbolic form. In Jungian 
psychology, an inherited pattern of thought, or symbolic
imagery, is derived from the past collective experience,
or “collective unconscious” and present in the individual
consciousness. Jung derived specific archetypes from 
the mystical symbols of many cultures and traditions 
as expressed in fairy tales, legends and myths. Jungian
archetypes may be patterns based purely on nature or
complex human emotions, such as Hero, Mystic or Princess.

The Vedic view of the Archetype suggests that the chain
of existence emerges from matter to the elemental forms
of existence. The patterns and personifications of subtle
energies eventually become all of nature, of which
humanity and its psyche are a part. Through Yoga poses,
it is possible to embody both natural and humanistic
archetypes and go back through this chain. For some,

this aspect of Yoga will come more naturally and easily,
such as visually or artistically inclined people, who are
able to see an image in the mind while performing an act
like a Yoga posture. This will improve a Yoga pose practice
by connecting an intention within a specific pose to 
the archetype of that pose. Others may need to study
archetypes for some time before understanding them
within a Yoga practice. This article is speaking to the
universal archetypes that allow Yoga poses to be accessible
to people of all religious and cultural backgrounds.

ARCHETYPES AND PERSONAL GROWTH
Each individual has an attraction, or sometimes an 
aversion to certain archetypal patterns. The attraction
or aversion can be a powerful call to a greater under-
standing of the pattern, and ultimately, the true self.
This may sound like a simple process but, it is not, as
the nature and structure of the ego can block a true view
of the archetypal pattern that is being acted out. 

The ego often protects us from pain that we do not 
wish to feel. This protection may be beneficial to our
mental state at the time it occurs (perhaps allowing us
to functionally survive trauma), but it leaves us with
scar tissue in the form of mental and physical blockages
that manifest as repetitive patterns of behavior. While
our present lives may sometimes seem like a collection
of unrelated incidents, viewing experiences from an
archetypal or symbolic viewpoint can help us to bring
cohesion and purpose as we work through certain
repeated patterns and ego defenses.

For Jung, a key concept was that archetypes have a 
shadow side that is to be worked through to achieve the
ideal of the archetype. As an example, the ideal of the
Damsel in Distress, or Princess Archetype, is to learn 
to come to her own rescue, while the Shadow side 
would manifest as accepting weakness as an attribute of
the feminine.

Archetypes can help people focus, when they are unable
to focus in other ways. This may apply to children,
adults who are visually or artistically inspired, or those
who have trouble with traditional religious imagery.
Archetypes (and Yoga poses) based on nature may easi-
ly vanquish our defenses where traditional talk therapy
has not succeeded. For example, someone who has a
troubled relationship to the Father archetype may find
it easier to work through the Lion pose than to rehash
painful childhood incidents.

Yoga Theory | by Bob Butera, PhD

Yoga and Archetypes:
A Natural Evolution of Observation and Practice
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Think again!
Gym Yoga?

Good for one free class! 
Offer valid for up to two people. 
Please see membership to redeem.
Exp August 31, 2009
Visit acac.com for a 
class schedule.

Join acac and get over 45 
mind~body classes a week.

1130 McDermott Drive, West Chester
610.431.7000  acac.com

          
Good for one free class! 
Offer valid for up to two people.
Please see membership to redeem.
Exp August 31, 2009
Visit acac.com for a 
class schedule.

 
Good for one free class! 
Offer valid for up to two people.
Please see membership to redeem.

For Everyone
Who Wants
Good Health...
NATURALLY

Lisa Beth Freedman, M.D.
is a board-certified doctor

trained in holistic medicine.

VILLANOVA
610-579-3797 

HUNTINGDON
VALLEY

215-796-1700
http://www.LBFMD.com

WORKING WITH A NATURAL LAB,
SHE CAN ACCURATELY DIAGNOSE:
• Menopause, PMS and thyroid disorders
• Abnormal weight gain
• Fatigue and Insomnia
• Headaches and Allergies
• High Blood Pressure & High Cholesterol
• ADHD and Mood Disorders
DR. FREEDMAN UTILIZES A
COMPOUNDING PHARMACY
FOR NATURAL REMEDIES:
• Natural Bioidentical Hormones
• Vitamins • Herbs • Homeopathy
• Acupuncture

Classes: 
 

Gentle 
Beginner 
Intermediate 
Advanced 
Kids 
Privates 
 

Programs: 
 

Immersions 
Teacher — 
Trainings 
Workshops 

  

HealingArts: 
 

Massage  
Homeopathy 
Injury Rehab 

Prasad Yoga  516 Second Street Pike     221155 -- 335555 -- 33222244 
Southampton Shopping Center                  (a few doors down from 
Southampton Pa 18966                                    Robin Hood Diner)                   

      PPrraassaadd YYooggaa –  
           A Refuge,   A Home,  
     A Heart Open To All Hearts 

All classes are taught  
using Anusara  Principles of  

Alignment 

www.prasadyoga.com 



YOGA POSES COME FROM ANIMALS
Each animal has a sacred gift for humans to learn. 
Animals are not constricted by the ego and animal
poses can help us to connect with powerful aspects of
the soul that may be suppressed by modern life. Before
entering into an animal pose, it can be helpful to fully
visualize and then feel the experience of being the 
animal. Try to envision where the animal lives, how its
body moves, how it eats and how it plays. Let’s take
Cobra pose as an example.

The cobra moves
with its belly on
the ground but
must reach up to
see clearly, much
as we are often
kept busy with
worldly pursuits
and make an effort

to reach higher goals. It takes faith and courage to rise
up beyond the material world and peer into the
unknown spiritual world. Once the upper body is
poised above the ground, we must continue to 
accept what we see from the new vista. The lower back
is consciously relaxed while the eyes remain focused 
on heaven.
The ferocious aspect of the cobra cannot be ignored. It
comes up suddenly and with deadly force, much like
the workings of nature or the trappings of the world.
These forces or qualities of existence must be allowed
to rise and fall without further ensnaring. This process
allows for the achievement of transformation, the gift
that is inherent in the snake’s ability to shed its skin.
It is this shedding of its skin that accounts for the
Cobra’s (and snakes in general) unique quality. 
The very nature of life entails shift and change. What
is your relation to change?  Many people are afraid to
die; yet this fear may keep them from fully living. How
do you identify with this statement?
YOGA POSES COME FROM NATURE
By observing the physical environment, we observe the
workings of the universe. The sky contains the planets
and stars; the earth and sea alone contain a diversity of
existence that continues to evolve and amaze us. New
discoveries of plants, insects and animals happen every
day! Observing even one small part of this profusion of
elements can give us insight into the structure of the
whole. Poets of all cultures highlight deep truths by
observing the flow of water, the energy of the sun, the
power of a mountain. With that in mind, let’s apply
the use of archetypes to Tree Pose.
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The majestic tree is rooted
deeply in the ground, and at
the same time extends its
branches towards the sky. Even
the most solid trees have
branches that sway in the
wind. A tree cooperates with
and sustains other natural
forms such as birds, mammals
and insects. Insects and vines
may destroy a tree, but when a
tree dies, it becomes one with
the forest floor and sustains life
in a new form. A living tree transforms all the life forms
around it when it takes in carbon dioxide and releases
oxygen. Because of its many beneficial qualities, a tree
may be viewed as the ultimate example of selflessness.

Reflect on your balance with others. How do you work
together in cooperation to sustain your family, your
network of friends, and society in general? How do 
you feel when the winds of change blow through your
life? Can you remain solidly rooted while you 
explore aspects of the spirit? How do you transform
harmful energies into those from which you and others
around you can benefit? How do you use your life to
support others?

These are just two examples of how understanding
archetypes and applying the big philosophical 
questions that come through them can transform a
personal yoga pose practice. Yoga Poses also come from
archetypes like Tools (think about poses like bow, boat,
wheel and plough), Structures (i.e. triangle, wheel, side
angle) and the overall Human experience (child’s pose,
warrior 1& 2, dancer, prayer and corpse pose). Each
pose has it own set of attributes and qualities that
come with the association of what the pose is 
mimicking in nature. The question is – are you ready
to view your practice through this unique lens?

A beginning Yoga student will first have to master how
to do the poses physically. It is important that 
practitioners of all levels learn the physical poses 
from an experienced teacher working within a specific
system of Yoga. After you have had some experience
with the physical poses, then you can work on 
incorporating your understanding of the archetype of
the pose and help take your practice to a whole new
level of self realization. �

Excerpt from The Pure Heart of Yoga: Ten Essential Steps for 
Personal Transformation by Robert Butera, PhD US Paperback 
Original | ISBN: 978-0-7387-1487-5 Pub Date: September 2009 |
Llewellyn Publications 
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WHAT IS HEART DISEASE?
Coronary heart disease afflicts millions of
people in the United States and in other
western countries. This deadly disease is
on the rise, especially among women. In
fact, each year in the United States, heart
disease kills around 366,000 women,
making it a leading cause of death. Men
and women are both equally at risk from
coronary heart disease. Depending on
coronary artery risk factors, such as your
age and genetics, you can figure out
which types of heart conditions you
should try to avoid. For instance, if your
family has a history of heart attacks,
artery disease, or even diabetes, you
should be careful about what you eat and
how often you exercise, since foods with
high amounts of fat and cholesterol can
increase your chances of having a stroke
or heart attack in the future.
Daily cardiovascular exercise is highly
recommended in addition to a daily
program of yoga and/or meditation. Yoga
poses have been proven to be beneficial
for people of all ages and fitness levels,
and they can serve as an effective tool for
preventing heart disease. Research has
proven that including Yoga practices with
other lifestyle changes can prevent or
correct heart problems like hypertension
and atherosclerosis. 
HOW DOES YOGA WORK?
A yoga practice teaches people how to
integrate yoga poses with breathing, and
meditation techniques, empowering them
to manage stress and notice habitual
holding patterns in the body. Yoga 
exercise improves the health of the entire
circulatory system, beginning with the
production of blood. Improving circulation
in the legs by means of daily Yoga
stretching exercises helps to rejuvenate
the blood by stretching the body's major
blood vessels to keep them free flowing
and elastic. In addition, yoga oxygenates
the blood and pushes fresh nutrients to
all peripheral vessels and capillaries.
Improved circulation means that the brain
will receive more oxygen, improving
alertness, memory, and mood AND the
vital organs receive the steady supply of
nutrients they need for optimal functioning.
Yoga requires the practitioner to take
long deep breaths, and time for conscious

relaxation, and concentration. These
practices have been proven to decrease
the level of stress hormones in the body.
Yoga poses help enhance the circulation
of blood and body fluids and maintain
the normal functioning of the immune
system. All of these things allow the body
to better maintain its homeostasis. The
self-introspection practices of yoga allow
the practitioner to develop a deeper sense
of self-awareness, and that awareness will
promote the discipline needed to develop
an overall healthier lifestyle.
YOGA POSES EFFECTS ON 
THE HEART
Standing Poses: In these poses, the 
lateral walls of the heart are completely
stretched and toned up so that blood can
flow easily to those same places. In
addition, everyday seated, standing and
walking posture effects respiration, 
circulation and the health of the heart.
Chronic slouching decreases circulation
to all the vital organs, especially the
heart. Learning how to stand up straight
and engage all the muscles in the body
build a stronger heart muscle.
Poses: Mountain Pose, Palm Tree, 
Triangle, Balancing Half Moon, Extended
Side Angle
Inverted Poses: The most important
task of the cardiovascular system is to
supply blood to the brain. Inverted poses
also help strengthen the heart, increase
blood flow to the brain and may prevent
the death of brain cells. Inverted Poses
directly benefit the heart by increasing
the volume of blood coursing through it.
Essentially, inverting gives the heart a
break. The heart works incessantly to
ensure that freshly oxygenated blood
makes its way up to the brain and the
sensory organs. When inverting, the
pressure is reversed. It is believed that

there are internal mechanisms that sense
the increase in blood and slow the flow,
thus reducing both blood pressure and
heart rate. 
Poses: Legs Against the Wall, Shoulder
Stand, Bridge Pose, Plow Pose
Horizontal Poses and Forward Bends:
These poses rest the heart and lungs so
that they can be rejuvenated.  When the
lungs are well-rested, it easier to breathe
deeply and the air and nutrients of the
body are processed with maximum effi-
ciency.
Poses: Childs Pose, Downward Facing
Dog, Standing Forward Bend, Seated
Forward Bend, Pigeon Pose
Back Bending Poses: When back
bending poses are done without strain,
they can improve blood supply to the
myocardium and tone up the cardiac
muscle. Passive, supported backbends
gently stretch the heart muscle and the
cardiac vessels that supply the heart. This
can increase blood flow to the heart and
helps prevent arterial blockages. 
Backbends also help maintain the 
elasticity of blood vessels, and force the
heart to contract, lengthening cardiac
muscle and enhancing blood flow.
Poses: Reclining Bound Angle, Reclining
Heroes Pose, Fish Pose, Camel Pose,
Locust Pose, Full or Half Bow Pose,
Cobra and Bridge Pose 
The underlying belief of any type of yoga
therapy is to enable the human system to
function as efficiently and naturally as it
possibly can. Modern medicine might be
able to accelerate a healing process, but it
is not a complete cure. We must take
preventative measures like Yoga to keep
the body flowing with its natural
rhythms, or restore it back if that rhythm
has been disrupted by disease. Indeed, if
we can learn the proper way of doing
yoga poses and breathing, as well as
applying yoga philosophy in order to
minimize stressful situations, we can
learn how to minimize daily stress and
maximize good health and longevity! �

Authors Note: This information is not intended to replace
the advice of a doctor or health counselor. Please consult with
your physician or other licensed health care professional for
medical diagnosis, prescription, and treatment. If you are a
first time practitioner of yoga, it is highly recommended that
you seek out an experienced yoga teacher or therapist.

Yoga Therapy for a Healthy Heart
"Health is wealth. Peace of mind is happiness. Yoga shows the way."

-  Swami Vishnu-Devananda


